
Nature Safari Rajgir 
 
 
Terms & Conditions 

 The Nature Safari Rajgir is developed to attract tourists and support tourism in Bihar. All tourists 

are requested to maintain the decorum and respect the nature. 

 All visitors must show their M-Ticket received at the time of ticket booking, at the entry gate for 

verification. Entry is only allowed after successful verification of the M-Ticket. Photo Id must be 

provided on demand against booked ticket. 

 The visiting time inside Nature Safari Rajgir is from entry admitted in Nature Safari ( validity of 

ticket is for 4 hours) till park closed as decided by Nature Safari Administration (All days except 

Mondays and closing days due to any reason). All tourists must enter after and leave before the 

specified time only. No one is allowed to stay inside apart from the specified time. 

 Any garbage (like – plastic, paper, bottles, food items etc.) must be thrown in the dustbins only, 

placed inside. Spreading filth here is an offence. Use of Fire / inflammable product / smoking or 

any means by which forest fire induced is restricted and carrying such material and its use is an 

offence. An offence and penalty can be booked under sections of IFA/ WPA /BDA/ IPC/ CrPC or 

any act /Rule which will be imposed by Nature Safari administration time to time. 

 All tourists must follow the guidelines while visiting the Nature Safari Rajgir. Anyone caught 

while not adhering the rules & regulations may lead to legal actions against them. 

 All tourists must follow the COVID-19 protocols and guidelines prevailed and issued by 

administration / government time to time A tourist is only allowed for entry if he/she has taken all 

doses COVID-19 vaccine. 

 Tickets can only be booked 3 days in advance and is subject to the availability of tickets. 

 Once payment made are non-refundable or non-cancellable for any reason. Transaction fees charged 

would be borne by cardholder or the customer (who is making payment) for any payment (including 

Duplicate payments). Transaction fee charges would not be refunded/ reversed under any 

circumstances for any refund/ reversal /chargeback /any other reasons and even duplicate payments. 

 A tourist must disclose the information regarding health issues or any disease. As Nature Safari is 

situated inside the forest hence all risk associated with forest is associated with Nature Safari. All 

the activities and Site of visit has high degree of risk associated. Your Presence and participation in 

activities of nature safari has multifaceted risk which also includes any unforeseen situation. 

Nature Safari administration will not be held responsible for any risk related issue /or Loss. 

 The Nature Safari Rajgir is a government property and to harm anything inside is an offence. This 

may lead to legal procedure. 


